Abstract. Dictionaries are collections of vectors used for representations of elements in Euclidean spaces. While recent research on optimal dictionaries is focussed on providing sparse (i.e., ℓ 0 -optimal,) representations, here we consider the problem of finding optimal dictionaries such that representations of samples of a random vector are optimal in an ℓ 2 -sense. For us, optimality of representation is equivalent to minimization of the average ℓ 2 -norm of the coefficients used to represent the random vector, with the lengths of the dictionary vectors being specified a priori. With the help of recent results on rank-1 decompositions of symmetric positive semidefinite matrices and the theory of majorization, we provide a complete characterization of ℓ 2 -optimal dictionaries. Our results are accompanied by polynomial time algorithms that construct ℓ 2 -optimal dictionaries from given data.
Introduction
We begin with a toy example to motivate the problems treated in this article. Let V be a random vector that attains values 'close' to`0 2˘J with high probability; Suppose that our dictionary consists of the vectors d 1 "`1´ǫ˘J and d 2 "`1 ǫ˘J in R 2 , with a small positive value of ǫ. Since we must represent V using d 1 and d 2 , the corresponding coefficients α 1 and α 2 must be such that α 1`1 ǫ˘J`α 2`1´ǫ˘J " V «`0 2˘J. A quick calculation shows that the magnitudes of the coefficients α 1 and α 2 should then be approximately equal to 1{pǫq with high probability. To wit, the magnitudes of these coefficients are large for small values of ǫ. It is therefore more appropriate in this situation to consider a dictionary consisting of vectors d1 "`ǫ 1˘J and d2 "`´ǫ 1˘J to represent the samples of V , in which case, the magnitudes of the coefficients of the representations are closer to 1 with high probability. The latter values are far smaller compared to the values close to 1{pǫq obtained with the preceding dictionary. This simple example shows that given some statistical information about the random vectors to be represented, the question of designing a dictionary that minimizes the average cost of representation can be better addressed.
Our motivation for the investigation carried out in this article and [SC16] comes from a control theoretic perspective. Consider a linear time-invariant control system modeled by the recursion (1) xpt`1q " Axptq`Buptq, t " 0, 1, . . . , where the 'system matrix' A P R nˆn and the 'control matrix' B P R nˆm are given, with the initial boundary condition xp0q "x P R n fixed. For an arbitrarily selectedx P R n , the standard / classical reachability problem for (1), consists of finding a sequence puptqq t Ă R m of control vectors that steer the system states tox. A necessary and sufficient condition for such a sequence to exist for every pair px,xq is that there exists a positive integer K such that the rank of the matrix R K pA, Bq :"`B AB¨¨¨A K´1 B˘is equal to n. We impose this rank condition for the moment, and pick an integer K ě n. It is observed at once that the control vectors puptqq K´1 t"0 needed to execute the transfer of the states of (1) fromx tox must solve the linear equation Out of all the feasible control sequences puptqq t that execute the system state transfer, it is now natural to consider those particular control sequences that minimizes the 'control cost' ř K´1
i"0 uptq 2 of transferringx tox. In practice, the afore mentioned ℓ 2 performance index provides a natural measure of the energy spent to steer the system fromx tox.
Minimization of control effort has been an integral part of control theory, and its practical importance can hardly be overstated in this context. This topic is generally studied under the class of Linear Quadratic optimal control problems; see, e.g., [Ber95] , [AM07] , [Cla13] , [Lib12] , or any standard book on optimal control. Our initial interest in this setting was to find optimal orientations of the columns of R K pA, Bq, thus as a means of characterizing systems that are 'better' in a structural sense than others, where the criterion for optimality is to optimize a certain measure of quality / figure of merit of a linear system. For instance, if we define W A,B :" R K pA, BqR K pA, Bq J , the early work [MW72] proposed the quantities tr`W´1 A,B˘, λ´1 min`W A,B˘a nd det`W A,B˘a s three measures of quality, and one would like to achieve a minimal value of tr`W´1 A,B˘, λ´1 min`W A,B˘a nd a maximal value of det`W A,B˘f or "good" control systems based on energy considerations. Recently, we demonstrated in [SC17] that all the aforementioned three measures of quality get optimized simultaneously when the orientation of columns of R K pA, Bq is tight, i.e., when the columns of R K pA, Bq form a tight frame. A succinct connection between good structural properties of a linear system and frame theory was, therefore, established.
It is of independent interest to address the mathematical problem that lies at the heart of the above discussion. To this end, we define a dictionary to be a collection of vectors in a finite-dimensional vector space over R, with which every element of the vector space can be represented. A dictionary is a generalization of a basis: While the number of vectors in a basis is exactly equal to the dimension of the vector space, a dictionary may contain more elements. Analogous to the discussion on linear systems, our objective is to find a dictionary that offers optimal least squares representation, and we shall refer such a dictionary as an ℓ 2 -optimal dictionary. Characterization and algorithms to compute ℓ 2 -optimal dictionaries of unit length vectors, optimal in representation of a class of vectors / random vector distributed according a generic distribution P were provided in [SC16] . In particular, it was found that the unit norm tight frames are ℓ 2 -optimal for the representation of samples distributed uniformly over the unit sphere.
In the relatively recent article [CFK`06] we encountered the problem of finding conditions for the existence of tight frames with arbitrary length vectors and their characterization. In this article our objective is similar to that of [CFK`06], we consider the ℓ 2 -optimal dictionary problem in a general setting where the dictionary vectors are constrained to be of fixed lengths that can be any arbitrary positive numbers instead of unity. It turns out that the results of [SC16] can neither be directly used nor tweaked to find an ℓ 2 -optimal dictionary of variable length vectors, and a fresh investigation is needed. Our approach in the current article centers around the theory of majorization, which was fruitfully employed earlier in [CFK`06] and [CL02] in the context of frames.
In this article we start in a general setting of solving the problem of ℓ 2 -optimal representations of random vectors in R d with distribution P. For the problem to be well-defined, we need the distribution P to have finite variance, which we assume. In this setting: ‚ We provide an almost explicit solution to the ℓ 2 -optimal dictionaries in terms of a rank-1 decomposition of a certain positive matrix. ‚ An algorithm to compute the ℓ 2 -optimal dictionaries in polynomial time is also provided. ‚ To compute ℓ 2 -optimal dictionaries, it turns out that only the mean and the variance of the distribution P have to be learned / known to arrive at a complete solution. This is an advantage in situations where complete precise information about the underlying distribution may not be available. ‚ Finally, we demonstrate that the ℓ 2 -optimal dictionaries are robust with respect to the errors in the estimation / learning of the values of the mean and the variance, which is a desirable property. This article unveils as follows: In Section 2 we formally introduce our problem of finding an optimal dictionary which offers least squares representation. Section 2 is the heart of this article, where we solve the problem of finding an ℓ 2 -optimal dictionary, and arrive at an almost explicit solution. Algorithms to construct ℓ 2 -optimal dictionaries are given in Section 2 after Theorem 2.3. The case of representing random vectors distributed uniformly on the unit sphere is treated in Subsection 2.5; we demonstrate that the ℓ 2 -optimal dictionaries in this case are finite tight frames. In the intermediate Section 3, we recollect some of the standard results in the theory of majorization and also provide some auxiliary results essential for the solutions of our main results. In the later sections 4 and 5, we provide proofs of the main and auxiliary results, respectively.
Notations. We employ standard notations in this article. The Euclidean norm is denoted by ¨ . the nˆn identity and mˆn zero matrices are denoted by I n and O mˆn , respectively. For a matrix M we let trpM q and M`denote its trace and Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse, respectively. The set of nˆn symmetric matrices with real entries is denoted by S nˆn , and the set of nˆn symmetric and positive (semi-)definite matrices with real entries is denoted by S nˆǹ`( S nˆǹ ). For a Borel probability measure P defined on R n , we let E P r¨s denote the corresponding mathematical expectation. The image of a map f is written as imagepf q. The gradient of a continuously differentiable function f is denoted by ∇f . The sequence pδ i q n i"1 denotes the standard Euclidean basis of R n . Let m, T be positive integers such that T ď m, and let pc i q m i"1 and pa i q m i"1 be two sequences of positive real numbers. Let pn l q T l"1 Ă t1, 2, . . . , mu be such that 1 ": n 1 ď n 2 ď¨¨¨ď n T ď m. Let us define the following two maps, the first being
for n l ď i ă n l`1 , l " 1, 2, . . . , T with n T`1 " m`1, and the second being
These two maps will be employed many times in the sequel, in particular in Theorems 2.1 and 2.3. Let k, K be any two positive integers, and A : R K ÝÑ R K be any linear map. Let pu i q k i"1 be any arbitrary sequence of vectors in R K , then the sequence pv i q k i"1 :" A sorttpu i q k i"1 u is defined to be the permutation of pu i q k i"1 such that (4) xv 1 , Av 1 y ě xv 2 , Av 2 y ě¨¨¨ě xv k , Av k y .
The ℓ 2 -optimal dictionary problem and its solution
Let V denote an R n -valued random vector defined on some probability space, and having distribution (i.e., Borel probability measure,) P. We assume that the variance of V is well defined. Let R V denote the support of P, 1 and let c P R n be a constant vector. Let us define the following quantities (5) R V pcq :" tv P R n |pv`cq P R V u X V pcq :" the smallest subspace of R n containing R V pcq.
Let K ě n be a positive integer and α :" pα i q K i"1 be a non-increasing sequence of positive real numbers. Our goal is to represent the instances/samples of V with the help of a dictionary of vectors:
in an optimal fashion, the criteria for optimality will be defined momentarily. Every instance v of random vector V is represented by the variation pv´cq of V from the constant c for obvious advantages. A representation of an instance v of the random vector V is given by the coefficient vector r :" pr 1¨¨¨rK q J , such that (6) pv´cq "
A reconstruction of the sample v from the representation r is carried out by taking the linear combination c`ř
We define the cost associated with 1 Recall [Par05, Theorem 2.1, Definition 2.1, pp. 27-28] that the support of P is the set of points z P R n such that the P-measure of every open neighbourhood of z is positive.
representing v in terms of the coefficient vector r as ř K i"1 r 2 i . Since the dictionary vectors pd i q K i"1 must be able to represent any sample of V , the property that
We denote by D α pcq the set of all feasible dictionaries to represent V with a constant of representation c.
For any vector v P R V pcq and a feasible dictionary D α of vectors pd i q K i"1 such that if m :" dim`spanpd i q K i"1˘, then the linear equation (6) is satisfied by infinitely many values of r whenever K ą m. In fact, the solution set of (6) constitutes a pK´mq-dimensional affine subspace of R K . Therefore, in order to represent a given v uniquely, one must define a mechanism of selecting a particular point from this affine subspace, thus making the coefficient vector r " pr 1¨¨¨rK q J a function of v. Let f denote such a function; to wit, f pvq :" r is the coefficient vector used to represent the sample v. We call such a map R V Q v Þ ÝÑ f pvq P R K a scheme of representation. For a constant c P R n , representation of samples of the random vector V using a dictionary D α P D α pcq and a scheme f is said to be proper if every vector v P R V pcq can be uniquely represented and then exactly reconstructed back. It is clear that for proper representation of V with a dictionary D α consisting of vectors pd i q K i"1 and the constant c, the mapping R V Q v Þ ÝÑ f pvq P R K should be an injection that satisfies
A scheme of representation f is said to be feasible if (7) holds. We denote by F pc, D α q the set of all feasible schemes for representing V using a constant c and a dictionary D α . Given a scheme f of representation, the (random) cost associated with representing V is given by xf pV q, f pV qy. The problem of finding an ℓ 2 -optimal dictionary can now be posed as:
Find a triplet consisting of a constant vector c˚P R n , a dictionary Dα P D α pc˚q and a scheme f˚P F pc˚, Dαq of representation such that the average cost E P " xf˚pV q, f˚pV qy ‰ of representation is minimal.
Here the subscript P indicates the distribution of the random vector V with respect to which the expectation is evaluated. In other words, we have the following optimization problem:
The problem (8) is the ℓ 2 -optimal dictionary problem. Due to the constraints on the dictionary vectors and the restriction on the feasible schemes, it is obvious that the ℓ 2 -optimal dictionary problem (8) is non-convex. In this article we solve the ℓ 2 -optimal dictionary problem given (8) in two steps: (Step I) We first assume that c " 0 and X V pcq " X V p0q " R n .
(
Step II) We let c be any vector in R n and X V pcq be any proper nontrivial subspace of R n .
2
The remainder of this section is devoted to describing Steps I and II by exposing our main results, followed by discussions, a numerical example, and a treatment of the important case of the uniform distribution on the unit sphere of R n .
2.1.
Step I: c " 0 and
n is feasible if and only if xd i , d i y " α i for all i " 1, . . . , K, and
Thus, (8) with c " 0 reduces to:
We observe that Σ V is positive definite: Indeed, if not, then there exists a nonzero vector x P R n such that x J V " 0 almost surely, which contradicts the assumption that X V p0q " R n . Existence and characterization of the optimal solutions to (9) is asserted by the following: ? σ t x t subject to 0 ď x 1 ď¨¨¨ď x n , admits a unique optimal solution pxt q n t"1 . Let the optimal value of (10) be q˚, define an ordered set pn 1 , n 2 , . . . , n T q Ă p1, 2, . . . , nq iteratively by n 1 :" 1, n l :" mintt | n pl´1q ă t ď n, xp t´1q ă xt u for all l " 2, . . . , T , and let pλi q n i"1 be the non-increasing sequence of positive real numbers defined by pλi q
where the map λ is defined as in (2a)-(2b). Consider the optimization problem (9). (9) admits an optimal solution consisting of an optimal dictionary pdi q K i"1 and an optimal scheme f˚p¨q. Ź A dictionary pdi q for some sequence of orthonormal eigenvectors pui q n i"1 of Σ V corresponding to eigenvalues pσ i q n i"1 .
3
Ź The unique optimal scheme f˚p¨q corresponding to an optimal dictionary pdi q
is given by f˚pvq :"`d1 d2¨¨¨dK˘`v. The optimal value p˚is given bý
where the map J is defined as in (3).
2.2.
Step II: c ‰ 0 and X V pcq is a strict nontrivial subspace of R n . Let X V pcq be any proper nontrivial subspace of R n . In this situation it is reasonable to expect that no optimal dictionary that solves (8) contains elements that do not belong to X V pcq. That this indeed happens is the assertion of the following Lemma, whose proof is provided in Section 4.2:
Lemma 2.2. For every c ‰ 0, optimal solutions of problem (8), if any exists, are such that the optimal dictionary vectors pdi q
Lemma 2.2 allows us to replace the constraint that spanpd i q K i"1 Ą R V pcq with spanpd i q K i"1 " X V pcq without changing the optimum value (if it admits a solution). We are now in a position to give a complete solution to the ℓ 2 -optimal dictionary problem. ? σ t x t subject to 0 ď x 1 ď¨¨¨ď x m , admits a unique optimal solution pxt q m t"1 . (ii) Consider the ℓ 2 -optimal dictionary problem (8). Iteratively define an ordered set pn 1 , n 2 , . . . , n L q Ă p1, 2, . . . , mq by (13) n 1 :" 1,
and let pλi q 
where λ is defined as in (2a)-(2b 
for some sequence of orthonormal eigenvectors pui q m i"1 of Σ˚correspond-ing to the eigenvalues pσi q m i"1 . Ź The unique optimal scheme f˚p¨q corresponding to an optimal dictionary pdi q K i"1 is given by
The optimal value p˚of (8) is given by
where q˚is the value of (12) and the mapping J is defined as in (3).
Moreover, every optimal dictionary in (8) can be computed via Algorithm 1 in polynomial time.
Corollary 2.4. Consider the ℓ 2 -optimal dictionary problem (8) with its associated data. If α i " 1 for all i " 1, 2, . . . , K, then a dictionary pdi q
optimal if and only if it satisfies
Remark 2.5. Corollary 2.4 is the main result of [SC16, Theorem 2].
Algorithm 1: A procedure to obtain ℓ 2 -optimal dictionaries.
Input: The variance matrix Σ˚P S nˆǹ and a number K ě m :" rankpΣ˚q. Output: An ℓ 2 -optimal dictionary-scheme pair`pdi q 4 Output th optimal dictionary pdi q K i"1 and the optimal scheme f˚pvq :"`d1 d2¨¨¨dK˘`v.
An example in R
2 . Let R 1 , R 2 and R 3 be subsets of R 2 given by
R 2 :" tpx yq J P R 2 |´6 ď x ď´2,´4 ď y ď´2u, and
Let V be a random vector taking values in R 2 distributed according to the density ρ V given by
From elementary calculations we find that the mean µ and the variance Σ˚of V are equal toˆ´3 {4 1{2˙a ndˆ6 .7708 3.1250 3.1250 4.5833˙, respectively.
Suppose that our objective is to represent samples of V using an ℓ 2 -optimal dictionary as in (8). We consider the case of finding an ℓ 2 -optimal dictionary of three vectors, with α 1 " 2, α 2 " 1 and α 3 " 1. 4 We compute an ℓ 2 -optimal dictionary Dα " pd1 , d2 , d3 q using Algorithm 1; the dictionary vectors are
.4611
and the optimal ℓ 2 cost of representation is 5.1444. The ℓ 2 -optimal dictionary Dα along with the distribution of V is depicted in Figure 1 .
is a random vector taking values on the unit sphere of R 3 , it is uniformly distributed when Σ " I 3 but not otherwise. We consider the ℓ 2 -optimal dictionary problem (8) for optimal representation of V using dictionaries of four vectors. .
An ℓ 2 -optimal dictionary Dα " pd1 , d2 , d3 , d4 q is computed via Algorithm 1 for α 1 " 8, α 2 " 4, α 3 " 2 and α 4 " 1 and Σ˚:" VarpV q; and the resulting dictionary vectors are:
, and d4 "¨´1
0‚
.
It can be easily verified that the eigenvalues of Σ˚are 0.56, 0.3 and 0.1410 and
J are the corresponding eigenvectors. It is to be noted that the dominant dictionary vectors d1 and d2 are oriented towards the "most probable" directions, i.e., the directions of u 1 and u 2 respectively.
2.5. Uniform distribution over the unit sphere. We shall test our results on the important case of P being the uniform distribution on the unit sphere. Note that due to (rigid) rotational symmetry of the distribution, it follows that rigid rotations of optimal dictionaries in this case are also optimal. Moreover, in the case of P being uniform distribution over unit sphere, no direction in the space is prioritized over other. In such a case, it is expected that the ℓ 2 -optimal dictionaries are maximally spread in the space. Such maximally spread out dictionaries are formally studied as tight frames in the theory of frames. We recall here some standard definitions for completeness and to provide the necessary substratum for our next result. Let n, K be positive integers such that K ě n. We say that a collection of vectors px i q K i"1 is a frame for R n if there exist some constants c, C ą 0 such that
We say that a frame px i q
We have the following connection between ℓ 2 -optimal dictionaries and tight frames: Proposition 2.6. Consider the ℓ 2 -optimal dictionary problem (8) with P being the uniform distribution over the unit sphere. If α 1 ď 1 n ř K i"1 α i , then a feasible dictionary is ℓ 2 -optimal if and only if it is a tight frame of R n .
2.6. Robustness of the ℓ 2 -optimal dictionaries with respect to the estimation of the mean and variance of the distribution P. In practice, even though the mean and variance of a distribution can be estimated empirically from data to arbitrary precision, specifying their precise values is a difficult matter.Therefore, it is of practical importance that the dictionary computed using the estimated distribution parameters performs well. To wit, if the estimation of the distribution parameters is good, the performance of the corresponding dictionary should be near optimal. To ensure this, we need continuity of the ℓ 2 -optimal dictionary as a function of mean and variance of the distribution, a property that we shall now study.
Let µ 1 , Σ 1 be the estimated mean and variance of the distribution using sufficiently large number of samples drawn from P. We have the following continuity result.
K˘b e the dictionary computed via Algorithm 1 using the estimated mean and variance. Let f 1 pV q be the corresponding scheme of representation. Then the cost of representation Jpµ 1 , Σ 1 q :"
where µ " E P rV s and Σ˚" VarpV q.
Mathematical tools and other auxiliary results
We shall discuss and establish some mathematical results in this section, which are essential for solving the ℓ 2 -optimal dictionary problem.
3.1. Majorization and rank-1 decomposition. The theory of majorization, sometimes also referred to as Schur convexity, plays a crucial role in solving problem ℓ 2 -optimal dictionary problem, together with a specific class of rank-1 decomposition of positive operators. We start with majorization: Recall that a map π : t1, 2, . . . , Ku ÝÑ t1, 2, . . . , Ku, is a called a permutation map if it injective and let Π K be the set of all permutation maps on t1, 2, . . . , Ku. The permutation polytope Pppb i q
The following two classical results in the theory of majorization are essential for us. 
In concern to the ℓ 2 -optimal dictionary problem (8) we need the following special form of the Schur-Horn theorem inspired from [CL02, Proposition 3.1]:
Lemma 3.4. Let K be a positive integer, and let pα i q 
There exists an orthonormal basis px i q
Moreover, such an orthonormal basis can be obtained from Algorithm 2.
The main outcome of Lemma 3.4 is a specific class of rank-1 decompositions of non negative definite matrices which is used directly in solving (8). While these facts will be essential to establish our main results, they are also of independent interest.
It is a standard result in the theory of matrices [Bha09, p. 2], that a non-negative definite matrix M P S nˆǹ`w ith real entries can be decomposed as
where K ě r :" rankpM q, and py i q
is a matrix of rank one and M is expressed as a sum of such matrices each of rank one, we say that (19) is a rank-1 decomposition of M into the sequence py i q K i"1 . There are numerous rank-1 decompositions of non-negative definite matrices, each fine tuned for some specific purpose; see e.g., [Zha11, Theorem 7.3] . With respect to the ℓ 2 -optimal dictionary problem (8) and its connections to rank-1 decomposition of non-negative definite matrices, we need an answer to the following question: Suppose that a non-negative definite matrix M and a non-increasing sequence pα i q K i"1 of positive real numbers are given. Does there exist a rank-1 decomposition of M as M "
This question was answered using the Schur-Horn theorem [CL02, Theorem 2.1] by providing necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of such a rank-1 decomposition. We restate this result for easy reference: There exists a rank-1 decomposition of M into a sequence py i q
Algorithm 2: Calculation of orthonormal bases à la Lemma 3.4
Input: A linear map A : R K ÝÑ R K and a non-increasing sequence pα i q
of positive real numbers. Output: An orthonormal collection of vectors px i q
3 Initialize the following quantities by pu i p1qq
x t :" u 1 ptq,
find i such that 1 ă i ď pK´t`1q, and
Θ :"
The sequences pα i q K i"1 and pλ i q r i"1 satisfy
Given M P S nˆǹ with nonzero eigenvalues pλ i q r i"1 and corresponding eigenvectors pu i q r i"1 , the spectral theorem shows that we can write
By defining C P R nˆK as
we see at once that M " CC J . Let a linear map Λ :
and let pα i q K i"1 be a non-increasing sequence satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 3.5; it can then be observed that pα i q K i"1 ă pλ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ r , 0, . . . , 0q. From Lemma 3.4 we know that an orthonormal sequence of vectors px i q
and px i q It follows readily that xy i , y i y " α i for all i " 1, 2, . . . , K, and
Thus, py i q K i"1 is a rank-1 decomposition of M . The above analysis is summarized in the form of Algorithm 3 that gives a procedure to obtain the above rank-1 decomposition of non negative matrices.
Algorithm 3: Computation of a rank-1 decomposition of non negative definite matrices à la Theorem 3.5
Input: A non negative definite matrix M P S nˆǹ and a non-increasing sequence pα i q 2 Define 5 Output py i q K i"1 .
6 The eigenvalues are sorted in non-increasing order.
Remark 3.6. It should be noted that Algorithm 1 uses Algorithm 3, however the eigen-decomposition in step 1 of Algorithm 3 can be avoided when called from Algorithm 1.
3.2. Rearrangement inequality. We need the following classical rearrangement inequality. Let n be a positive integer and let pa i q
ibi .
Auxiliary Optimization problems:
Since s i ą 0, we know that the map R Q λ i Þ ÝÑ s i´1 λi¯i s convex over the set of positive real numbers for all i " 1, 2, . . . , m. To wit, the objective function in (23) is a finite sum of convex functions, and therefore is convex. The equality constraint is affine and the inequality constraints are convex; therefore, (23) is a convex optimization problem. It should be noted that even though the problem (23) is convex, the objective is sum of inverses, for which, evaluating the gradient is computationally expensive, because of which solving (23) becomes hard due to optimization algorithms generally employing gradient descent schemes. In contrast to the problem (23) let us consider the following optimization problem:
Since a t ą 0 for each t, we conclude that (24) is a convex quadratic problem and is easier to solve than (23). Moreover we see that, for small enough ǫ ą 0, the sequence pλ i q m i"1 defined by λ 1 :"`ř m i"1 a i˘´p m´1qǫ, and λ i :" ǫ for all i " 2, . . . , m, satisfies the equality constraint and strictly satisfies the inequality constraints of (23). Therefore, pλ i q m i"1 provides the Slater constraint qualification certificate for the problem (23). Due to convexity and validity of Slater's condition, we conclude that strong duality holds for (23), which implies that the optimal solution pλi q m i"1 to (23) and the dual optimal variables must satisfy the KKT conditions [BV04, Section 5.5.2, 5.5.3] (add reference), in this case they are both necessary and sufficient. Therefore, once the dual optimal variables are known, we can compute pλi q We shall show that the problem (24) is indeed equivalent to the Lagrangian dual of (23), and that the dual optimal variables can be computed easily from the optimal solution to (24). The following Lemma characterizes the optimal solution to (23) from the optimal solution pxt q m t"1 of (24). Lemma 3.7. Consider the optimization problems (23) and (24).
Both (23) and (24) admit unique optimal solutions pλi q m i"1 , pxt q m t"1 . Let an ordered subset pn 1 , n 2 , . . . , n T q Ă p1, 2, . . . , mq be defined iteratively as n 1 :" 1,
Ź The unique optimal solution pλi q
Ź The optimal values p˚, q˚corresponding to (23) and (24) respectively are given by
Lemma 3.8. If the sequence ps i q m i"1 in (23) is non-increasing, then, the unique optimal sequence pλi q m i"1 is also non-increasing, and if we have λi " λj " λ for some i ‰ j P t1, 2, . . . , mu, then s i " s j .
For pλi q m i"1 to be the unique optimal solution of the problem (23), let us consider the following optimization problem:
where, Π m is the symmetric group on p1, 2, . . . , mq. The optimal permutation map π˚is characterized by the following lemma.
Lemma 3.9. Consider the optimization problem (27).
(27) admits an optimal solution. If π˚is an optimal solution to (27), then for every i P t1, 2, . . . , mu, there exist j P t1, 2, . . . , mu such that λi " λj and s π˚piq " s j . A permutation map π˚is an optimal solution of (27) if and only if
consequently, s π˚piq " s i for all i " 1, 2, . . . , m.
Remark 3.10. Even though it is straight forward that the condition (28) is sufficient for the optimality of the permutation map π˚, the fact that it is necessary as well is the crucial part of the assertion of Lemma 3.9. Moreover, it should be noted that the first two assertions of the lemma hold for generic non-increasing sequences pλ i q 
Proofs of main results
4.1. Proof of Theorem 2.1. For a given dictionary D α P D α p0q of vectors pd i q
that is feasible for (9), let us define a scheme of representation
Quite clearly,`d 1 d 2¨¨¨dK˘fD α pvq " v for any v P R n by the definition of the pseudo-inverse because if spanpd i q
We also know that fD α pvq "`d 1 d 2¨¨¨dK˘`v is the solution of the least squares problem: minimize
Therefore, for an arbitrary f P F p0, D α q, which also implies that
we must have
Therefore, fD α pV q 2 ď f pV q 2 P-almost surely, and hence,
Minimizing over all feasible dictionaries and the corresponding schemes, we get (29) inf Dα PDα p0q
The problem on the left-hand side of (29) is (30)
From (29) we conclude that the optimal value, if it exists, of problem (9) is bounded below by the optimal value, if it exists, of (30). Our strategy is to demonstrate that (30) admits a solution, and we shall furnish a feasible solution of (9) that achieves a value of the objective function that is equal to the optimal value of the problem (30). This will solve (9).
The objective function in (30) is
ubject to
Let S be the feasible set for the problem in (31). It is clear that S is non-convex -a family of concentric spheres centered at origin. Let us demonstrate that the objective function of (31) is convex in the matrix variable DD J . We know that whenever Σ V is a positive definite matrix, invariance of trace with respect to conjugation gives:
From [Bha97, p. 113 and Exercise V.1.15, p. 117] we know that inversion of a matrix is a matrix convex map on the set of positive definite matrices. Therefore, for any θ P r0, 1s and M 1 , M 2 P S nˆǹ`w e have (32)´Σ´1
, where A ĺ B implies that B´A is positive semidefinite. Since trp¨q is a linear functional over the set of nˆn matrices we have
In other words, the function M Þ ÝÑ trpΣ V M´1q is convex on the set of symmetric and positive definite matrices. Moreover, for a collection pd i q K i"1 that is feasible for (31),
maps into the set of positive definite matrices. Therefore, the objective function in (31) is convex on imagephq. This allows us to translate the feasible set of (31) to the set of matrices M formed by all feasible collections pd i q K i"1 , i.e., on hpD α p0qq.
For every M P S nˆǹ`, let pλ i pMn i"1 denote the sequence of eigenvalues of M arranged in non-increasing order. Let us consider a set R of positive definite matrices whose eigenvalues satisfy the majorization condition of Theorem 3.5, i.e., (21) is satisfied for the α i 's of (31). In other words, the set R is defined by R :" M P S nˆǹ`ˇ`α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α K˘ă`λ1 pM q, λ 2 pM q, . . . , λ n pM q, 0, . . . , 0˘(. On the one hand, from Theorem 3.5 we know that any positive definite matrix M P R can be decomposed as
The fact that M is positive definite implies that spanpd i q
On the other hand, for any dictionary D α of vectors pd i q
, and again from Theorem 3.5 we observe that`α i˘K i"1 ằ λ 1 phpD α qq, . . . , λ n phpD α qq, 0, . . . , 0˘. Therefore, by definition of R,
From (33) and (34) we conclude that hpD α p0qq " R. The problem (31) is, therefore, equivalent to:
ubject to # 0 ă λ n pM q ď¨¨¨ď λ 1 pM q α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α K˘ă`λ1 pM q, . . . , λ n pM q, 0, . . . , 0˘.
We know that every positive definite matrix M can be written as M " U M Λ M U J M , where Λ M is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues of M along the diagonal and U M is an orthogonal matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors of M . Alternatively, for any non-increasing sequence pλ i q n i"1 of positive real numbers that satisfies pα 1 , . . . , α K q ă pλ 1 , . . . , λ n , 0, . . . , 0q, let Λ :" diagpλ 1 , . . . , λ n q; then we see at once that the positive definite matrix M :" U ΛU J is feasible for (35) for every orthogonal matrix U . Employing the fact that tr`Σ V U Λ´1U J˘" tr`U J Σ V U Λ´1˘, we write the following optimization problem that is equivalent to (35).
. . , α K˘ă`λ1 , . . . , λ n , 0, . . . , 0˘, Λ " diagpλ 1 , . . . , λ n q.
For every non-increasing sequence pλ i q n i"1 that is feasible for (36), let us consider the following optimization problem:
(37) minimize
Let pσ i q n i"1 be the non-increasing sequence of eigenvalues of Σ V and pσ Therefore, the optimization problem (37) reduces to (39)
Let U P O nˆn be feasible for (39) and pσ 
Recall that for any y P R n , Ppyq is the permutation polytope of y, it is a bounded polytope in R n whose extreme points are all the permutations of y. By defining λ´1, σ P R n by λ´1 :" p 1 λ1 , . . . , 1 λn q J and σ :" pσ 1 , . . . , σ n q J , it is immediate that the optimum value in (39) is bounded below by the optimum value of:
(40) minimize
The optimization problem (40) is a linear program, and from the fundamental theorem of linear programming we know that one of the extreme points of Ppσq is an optimal solution. From the fact that the extreme points of Ppσq are the vectors obtained by permuting the components of pσ 1 , . . . , σ n q J , (40) reduces to:
where Π n is the symmetric group on p1, 2, . . . , nq and σpπq :" pσ πp1q , . . . , σ πpnJ . Since the sequences p 1 λi q n i"1 and pσ i q n i"1 are non-decreasing and non-increasing respectively, the rearrangement inequality (22) implies that,
We note that no characterization of an optimal solution to (37) has been given so far. We shall revisit (37) with pλ i q n i"1 " pλi q n i"1 (the optimal sequence), and characterize an optimal solution X˚for this special case, which is sufficient.
Thus, the optimization problem (36) reduces to the following: ř K i"n α i . By eliminating the constraint λ n ď¨¨¨ď λ 1 in (42) and rewriting the constraint pα 1 , α 2 , . . . , α K q ă pλ 1 , . . . , λ n , 0, . . . , 0q in terms of the sequence pα 1 i q n i"1 , we arrive at:
It is obvious that every sequence pλ i q n i"1 that is feasible for (42) is also feasible for (43), hence the optimal value of (43) is a lower bound for that of (42). The problem (42) is a variant of (23), and therefore from Lemma 3.7 we conclude that (43) admits a unique optimal solution pλi q n i"1 . Since pσ i q n i"1 is a non-increasing sequence, we also conclude that the optimal solution pλi q n i"1 satisfies λn ď¨¨¨ď λ1 . Therefore, pλi q n i"1 is also feasible for (42). This implies that pλi q n i"1 is the unique optimal solution to the optimization problem (42).
From Lemma 3.7 we know that the optimization problem
? σ t x t subject to 0 ď x 1 ď¨¨¨ď x n , admits a unique optimal solution pxt q n t"1 with an optimal value of q˚. If an ordered set pn 1 , n 2 , . . . , n T q Ă p1, 2, . . . , nq is defined as n 1 :" 1, n l :" mintt | n pl´1q ă t ď n, xp t´1q ă xt u for all l " 2, . . . , T , then the optimal solution pλi q n i"1 and the optimal value p˚of (42) are given by
We note that we have given a characterization only for the optimal pλi q n i"1 in (36) and not for the optimal orthogonal matrix U˚there. We need both for a complete characterization of optimal solution M˚of (35). To that end, let us consider the following instance of (37) (46) minimize
where Λ˚:" diagpλ1 , . . . , λnq.
Claim 4.1. An orthogonal matrix U˚:"`u1 u2¨¨¨un˘is an optimal solution to (46) if and only if Σ V ui " σ i ui for all i " 1, 2, . . . , n.
Proof. As seen earlier in the proof, (46) reduces to:
Since the sequence pλi q n i"1 is the optimal solution to (43), in view of Lemma 3.9 we conclude that a permutation map π˚is an optimal solution of (47) if and only if σ π˚p1q ě σ π˚p2q ě¨¨¨ě σ π˚pnq and consequently σ π˚piq " σ i for all i " 1, 2, . . . , n, it should be noted that there are permutation maps other than the identity that also are optimal solutions to (47). For U˚to be an optimal solution of (47), we need the diagonal entries of the matrix U˚JΣ V U˚to be equal to and arranged in the order of pσ π˚pin i"1 , and this happens if and only if Σ V ui " σ π˚piq ui " σ i ui for all i " 1, 2, . . . , n.
Returning back to (36), we observe that even though the optimal sequence pλ i q n i"1 is unique, an optimal orthogonal matrix U˚is, however, not. It is now obvious that every optimal solution M˚to (35) is of the form:
where pui q n i"1 is any orthonormal sequence of eigenvectors of Σ V corresponding to the eigenvalues pσ i q n i"1 . From feasibilty of pλi q n i"1 for (36), we conclude from Theorem 3.5 that there exists a sequence of vectors pdi q K i"1 Ă R n such that xdi , di y " α i for all i " 1, 2, . . . , K, and that M˚admits the rank-1 decomposition
Clearly, the dictionary Dα :" pdi q K i"1 is feasible for (31) and from the equivalence of optimization problems (31) and (35) we conclude that the dictionary Dα is optimal for (31).
It remains to define the optimal scheme. Let us define
It is evident that f˚is feasible for (9). But then the objective function in (9) evaluated at D α " Dα and f " f˚must be equal to p˚. Since p˚is also a lower bound for the optimal value of (9), the problem (9) admits a solution. An optimal dictionary-scheme pair is, therefore, given by
The proof is now complete.
4.2. Proof of Lemma 2.2. We argue by contradiction, and suppose that the assertion of the Lemma is false. If we denote by x i the orthogonal projection of d i on X V pcq and by y i the orthogonal projection of d i on the orthogonal complement of X V pcq, we must have x i ă ? α i for at least one value of i. If f is an optimal scheme of representation, feasibility of f gives, for any v P R V pcq,
Fix a unit vector x P X V pcq, and define a dictionary pdi q
We see immediately that
and xdi , di y " α i for all i " 1, 2, . . . , K. In other words, the dictionary of vectors pdi q K i"1 is feasible for the problem (8). Let us now define a scheme f˚by
For any v P R V pcq, using the dictionary of vectors pdi q
where the last equality follows from (50). Thus, f˚p¨q along with the dictionary of vectors pdi q K i"1 is feasible for problem (8). But for any v P R V pcq we have
where the strict inequality holds due to the fact that x i ă ? α i for at least one i. However, this contradicts the assumption that the pair pd i q K i"1 along with the scheme f is optimal for (8), and the assertion follows.
4.3. Proof of Theorem 2.3. Consider (8), fix some c P R n , and let the dimension of X V pcq be npcq with npcq ă n. It should be noted that X V pcq " imagepΣ V´c q, and therefore, a basis of X V pcq can be obtained by computing the eigenvectors of Σ V´c corresponding to positive (non-zero) eigenvalues. Let pu i pcqq npcq i"1 be the orthonormal eigenvectors of Σ V´c corresponding to the eigenvalues pσ i pcqq npcq i"1 . Let us define U pcq :"`u 1 pcq u 2 pcq¨¨¨u npcq pcq˘,
Since pu i pcqq npcq i"1 is a basis for X V pcq, every vector in X V pcq can be uniquely represented using this basis. We know that V´c takes values in X V pcq P-almost surely. Clearly V pcq is the unique representation of V´c in terms of the basis pu i pcqq npcq i"1 . Similarly, let δ i be the representation of the dictionary vector d i in the basis pu i pcqq npcq i"1 , i.e., d i " U pcqδ i . The constraints on the dictionary vectors can now be equivalently written as :
For every feasible scheme f let us define an associated scheme for representing samples of the random vector V pcq by
The conditions on feasibility of f in (8) imply that the scheme f c is feasible whenever for some feasible dictionary of vectors pδ i q K i"1 we havè δ 1 δ 2¨¨¨δK˘fc pV pcqq " V pcq P-almost surely.
In other words, in contrast to the problem (8), where the optimization is carried out over vectors in R n , we can equivalently consider the same problem in R npcq but with the following modified constraints:
For a fixed value of c, the problem (52) is a version of (9), and the solutions of the latter are characterized by Theorem 2.1. To prove the assertions of Theorem 2.3 it is sufficient to prove that c˚, the optimum value of c in (52), is equal to µ " E P rV s.
Denoting by pσ i pcqq npcq i"1 the eigenvalues of Σ V pcq , we conclude from the proof of Theorem 2.1 that the optimum value of the problem (52) is equal to that of:
Let µ :" E P rV s, Σ˚:" VarpV q and let pσi q m i"1 be the sequence of positive eigenvalues of Σ˚arranged in non-increasing order. Let us consider the following version of (53):
We know from Lemma 3.7 that both (53) and (54) admit unique optimal solutions, say pλi pcqq npcq i"1 and pλi q m i"1 , respectively. We shall prove that the optimum value of (53) is bounded below by that of (54).
Observe that Σ V pcq " U pcq J`Σ V´c˘U pcq. Therefore, the eigenvalues of Σ V pcq are the positive eigenvalues of Σ V´c . By definition
Since pµ´cqpµ´cq J P S nˆǹ , we conclude that the maximal eigenvalue of´pµć qpµ´cq J is equal to 0. Let r :" 1, and let pσi q n i"1 and pσ i pcqq n i"1 be the nonincreasing sequence of eigenvalues of Σ˚and Σ V´c , respectively. From Theorem 3.11 we conclude that σi ď σ i pcq for all i " 1, 2, . . . , n, which further implies that m ď npcq for every c P R n . Also, it is readily verified that m " npcq and σi " σ i pcq for all i " 1, 2, . . . , m, if and only if c " µ. " 1, 2, . . . , m. We see immediately that
We define
In other words, pλ i for all i " 1, 2, . . . , m, the optimal dictionary pdi q K i"1 :"`U pc˚qδi˘K i"1 satisfies:
where pu i q m i"1 :"`U pc˚qu
is the sequence of orthonormal eigenvectors of Σc orresponding to the eigenvalues pσi q 1 n I n . From Theorem 2.1 and its proof, we know that a dictionary pdi q K i"1 , in this case, is ℓ 2 -optimal if and only if it satisfies:
where pλi q n i"1 is the unique solution to the problem:
Clearly, any sequence pλ i q n i"1 that is feasible for (57) satisfies the condition ř n i"1 λ i " ř K i"1 α i , and thus, the optimal value of (57) is bounded below by that of:
If a sequence pλi q n i"1 is defined by λi :" 1 n ř K i"1 α i for all i " 1, 2, . . . , n, then it can be easily verified that the sequence pλi q n i"1 is an optimal solution to (58). Moreover, if α 1 ď 1 n ř K i"1 α i , it is easy to see that the sequence pλi q n i"1 is feasible for (57), and therefore, solves (57).
Thus, a dictionary pdi q K i"1 is ℓ 2 -optimal if and only if it satisfies
Equivalently, pdi q K i"1 is ℓ 2 -optimal if and only if it is a tight frame. 4.5. Proof of Proposition 2.7. When µ 1 and Σ 1 are estimated using sufficiently large number of samples, we know that 
It can be easily verified that the cost of representation Jpµ 1 , Σ 1 q satisfies λi for all i " 1, 2, . . . , m.
‚ We also readily observe that 
Since for every X P O KˆK the matrix SpXq is a conjugation of (1) The sequence of vectors pu i q k i"1 is an ordered collection of orthonormal vectors in R K such that the sequence of real numbers pxu i , Au i yq k i"1 is in non-increasing order.
(2) Whenever k ě 2, p, q P t1, 2, . . . , ku and p ‰ q, we have
. Observe that such a collection always exists, for instance, any sub collection of eigenvectors of cardinality k and sequence of real numbers majorized by the sequence of corresponding eigenvalues would satisfy all the properties mentioned here.
Let us compute a unit vector x P R K that is in the linear span of the vectors pu i q jointly satisfy all the properties (1),(2) and (3) described earlier and therefore are valid. ‚ case 2: If b 1 ą a 1 , we know that pa i q k i"1 ă pb i q k i"1 and in particular we know that
Let us define a map R Q θ Þ ÝÑ gpθq P R as,
It should be observed that for θ " 0 we have
and for θ " 1 we have
Since gpθq is a continuous function of θ, there exists a solution Θ P r0, 1s for the following quadratic equation
Using the fact that xu 1 , Au 1 y " b 1 , xu i , Au i y " b i , and A u 1 , pA`A J qu i E " 0, one can simplify (62) to get the following quadratic equation
Simple calculations lead to a solution
which is the required root of (62).
We define x, v P R K , pu
It is immediate that xx, Axy " gpΘq " a 1 and xv, xy " 0. Since x is a linear combination of u 1 and u i , it also follows that for all p " 2, . . . , pi´1q, pi`1q, . . . , k, we have xu p , xy " 0. We conclude that xu 1 i , xy " 0 for all i " 1, 2, . . . , k´1. Since v is a linear combination of the vectors tu 1 , u i u, we have xu p , vy " 0 and A u p , pA`A J qv E " 0 for all p " 2, . . . , pi´1q, pi`1q, . . . , k. It also follows immediately that xu p , u q y " 0 and
q, pi`1q, . . . , ku with p ‰ q. This implies that pu 1 i q k´1 i"1 is an orthonormal sequence of vectors in R K that also satisfies property (2). Now we shall prove that pa 
For b 1`bi´a1 , exactly one of the following two cases arise:
In this case we have
. . , k´1. For j, l such that 1 ď l ď i´2 and 1 ď j ď l, we see that b
In this case we see that pb
Finally, for i ď l ď k´1, we have
Therefore, we have proved that pa i"1 were computed along with a vector x that satisfies xx, Axy " a 1 and xu 1 i , xy " 0 for all i " 1, 2, . . . , k´1. It has to be noted that the sequences pu i p1qq K i"1 and pa i p1qq K i"1 are valid, i.e., they jointly satisfy the properties (1),(2) and (3). Let us assume that for some t P t1, 2, . . . , K´1u, the sequences pu i ptqq K´t`1 i"1 and pa i ptqq K´t`1 i"1 are valid. From the analysis done above, we conclude that by following the procedure given in an iteration of the loop (step) of Algorithm 2, two new valid sequences pu i pt`1qq K´t i"1 , pa i pt`1qq K´t i"1 are obtained and in addition, we get a vector x t P spanpu i ptqq K´t`1 i"1 that satisfies xx t , Ax t y " a 1 ptq " a t p1q " α t , xu i pt`1q, x t y " 0 for all i " 1, 2, . . . , K´t.
Using induction on t and the fact that x t P spanpu i ptqq K´t`1 i"1 and xu i pt`1q, x t y " 0 for all i " 1, 2, . . . , K´t, we get that px t q K t"1 is a sequence of orthonormal vectors in R K . We conclude that the Algorithm 2 indeed computes an orthonormal basis px t q K t"1 with properties described in Lemma 3.4. The proof is now complete 5.2. Proof of Lemma 3.7. We shall begin with calculating the Lagrange dual of (23). Let η be the KKT multiplier for the equality constraint and pγ j q It can be seen that for η ă 0 one can selectλ i " 1 for all i " 1, 2, . . . , m´1, and λ m arbitrarily large, whereby the minimum value achieved in (66) is negative infinity. Similarly for any i P t1, 2, . . . , m´1u, if η´ř m´1 j"i γ j ă 0, one can select λ l " 1 for all l ‰ i and λ i arbitrarily large, leading to the minimum value being negative infinity again. When η ě 0 and η´ř m´1 j"i γ j ě 0 for all i " 1, 2, . . . , m´1, due to convexity of L the minimizer in (66) can be calculated by equating the gradient of L to zero. This minimizer is given by We define a new set of variables px t q m t"1 by (69)
x t :"´η´m´1 ÿ j"t γ j¯1
{2
for all t " 1, 2, . . . , m´1,
It is easy to see that the mapping`η, pγ j q m´1 j"1˘Þ ÝÑ px t q m t"1 given by (69) is injective whenever it is well defined. The first two constraints in (68) imply that x t ě 0 for all t " 1, 2, . . . , m, and the third constraint implies that x 1 ď x 2 ď¨¨¨ď x m . Conversely for a sequence of numbers px t q m t"1 such that 0 ď x 1 ď¨¨¨ď x m , it is clear that the preimage`η, pγ j q m´1 j"1˘a lso satisfies the constraints of (68). The objective function in (68) ? s t x t subject to 0 ď x 1 ď¨¨¨ď x m .
Since a t ą 0 for all t " 1, 2, . . . , m, the optimization problem (70) is a convex quadratic program and admits an optimal solution. Let pxt q m t"1 be an optimal solution to (70) and q˚be the optimal value. Let`η˚, pγj q m´1 j"1˘b e the unique preimage of pxt q m t"1 obtained via (69). Then`η˚, pγj q m´1 j"1˘i s an optimal solution to (68) and the optimal value is´q˚. Due to strong duality between (23) and (68), we conclude that the optimization problem (23) admits an optimal solution pλi q m i"1 . If we denote p˚to be the optimal value in (23) then we have p˚"´q˚. Because of strong duality, we know that a primal optimal solution pλi q Since a t , s t ą 0 for all t " 1, 2, . . . , m, we conclude that the optimal solution pxt q m t"1 to (70) satisfies, xt ą 0 for all t " 1, 2, . . . , m, which makes the condition (73) valid. Therefore, the sequence pλi q m i"1 is also optimal for (23). This contradicts the fact that the optimization problem (23) admits a unique optimal solution, and the claim follows.
We shall prove the second assertion of the Lemma by contradiction. Without loss of generality, one can assume that j ą i, and suppose that s j ă s i (because ps i q is a non-increasing sequence). Let us define ǫ, pλ To see that π˚is the optimal solution to (27), suppose (28) does not holds. Then there exist i, j P I such that i ă j and s π˚piq ă s π˚pjq . Since i ă j, we have λi ě λj . Suppose that λi ą λj . Then a contradicting the optimality of π˚. Thus, we conclude that λi " λj . Therefore, we have I i " I j , and from the previous assertion of the lemma we conclude that there exist i 1 , j 1 P I i such that s π˚piq " s i 1 and s π˚pjq " s j 1 . Since s π˚piq ă s π˚pjq , we have s i 1 ă s j 1 , but since λi1 " λj1 , we conclude from Lemma 3.8 that s i 1 " s j 1 , which is a contradiction. Finally, since the sequence ps l q m l"1 is itself non-increasing, we immediately get s π˚plq " s l for all l " 1, 2, . . . , m, thereby completing the proof.
